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from the publisher. Not indexed. Not illustrated. 1905 Excerpt: .out on to the Neral road a few yards
above the point where the pipe crosses the road, and about a quarter of a mile above the drinking
fountain on the upper terrace. The lowest path in the wood, after turning north for a short distance,
leads to the upper terrace close to the drinking fountain. The whole distance of this round is about
four miles; the time nearly two hours; the path fairly good all the way, but there is a little difficulty in
finding it at the beginning near the Kathkaris burial-ground and also in choosing the proper track
up Panorama Hill at the end. Round Alexander Po1nt. The walk round Alexander Point is interesting,
but rough. At the meeting of the three roads to Alexander Point, the Clarendon Hotel and Chauk
Point, just below the back of Paradise Lodge, in the corner between...
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Reviews
Without doubt, this is actually the greatest work by any writer. It is actually writter in simple terms instead of confusing. I found out this ebook from my i
and dad recommended this pdf to understand.
-- K r isty Dicki
A brand new e book with an all new standpoint. it was actually writtern very properly and beneficial. I am just very easily will get a satisfaction of studying
a composed publication.
-- Esper a nz a Pollich
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